Who’s Who at DEQ

AMANDA PAIGE DEROUEN POLITO
Elizabeth Dequeant and Kevin Harris
annual fee payment information
permit withdrawal credit
expedited permit payments
outstanding fees for closed facilities

They can not change your fee code... call permits.
Office of Environmental Services

Public Participation and Permit Support
Air Permits
Waste Permits
Water Permits
Office of Environmental Services

Air Permits

Public Participation and Permit Support

Water Permits

Waste Permits
Lourdes Itturalde, Administrator

**Permit Support Section: Leonard Killmer, Manager**
- Permit Application Administrative Review Group (PAAR)
- Public Participation Group (PPG)
- TEMPO Support Group (TSG)

**Notifications and Accreditations Section: Chris Mayeaux, Manager**
- Waste Accreditation and Reporting (WAR)
- Louisiana Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (LELAP)
Public Participation and Permit Support

What does PPPSD do for you:
  - Change of Ownership
  - Facility Information Updates at faupdate@la.gov
  - Administrative Completeness Determinations
  - Solid Waste Transporter Numbers
  - Lists of Certified Labs and Accredited Workers

Why will your paperwork get stuck:
  - Original signature
  - Send your copies
  - Use the administrative completeness checklist
Air Permits Division

Petrochem Section

Manufacturing and Planning Section
Air Permits Division

Bryan Johnston, Senior Staff Scientist
- Permit and Tech Review
- Operational Workgroup, Banking Questions

Dan Nguyen, ECS Staff
- Title V Permits and Tech Review

Melissa Lantz, Environmental Scientist Senior
- TEMPO, IT, and EPA Database updates

Vennetta Hayes, ECS Staff
- SIP, Modeling Support, Monitoring Questions
- Current Design Value Information

Vivian Aucoin, Senior Staff Scientist
- SIP

Amanda Polito, Manufacturing Manager

Qingming Zhang, Petrochem Manager

KERMIT NO LONGER WORKS AT DEQ!
Petrochem Section

Qingming Zhang
Manager

---

Air Permits Division

Supervisors
- Currently vacant
- Regenia Faye Taylor

ECS Advanced
- Chris Smith
- Corbet Mathis
- Mei Wu
- Syed Quadri
- Yvette Olmos

Staff:
- Hassan Ghosn, ECS
- Shane Clary, ECS
- Melati Tessier, ECS
- Cathy Thompson Wilson, ECS
- Doug McCurry, ECS
- Fritz Hurst, ECS
- Fritz Hurst II, ECS
- Tuongvan Nguyen, ECS
- Dawei Pan, ECS
- Lourdes Dugas, ECS
- Tien Nguyen, ECS
- Anthony Randall, ECS
Air Permits Division

Manufacturing and Planning Section

Supervisors
- Ed Ballow
- Kelly Phillips

Environmental Scientist Staff
- Jim Davies
- John Babin
- Kelly Petersen
- Tricia Kelehan

ECS Advanced
- Kyle Prestenbach - permits

Staff:
- Frank Bains, ECS
- Cathy Lu, ECS
- Maria Fatima Cuadra, ES
- Maria Ernestina Cuadra, ES
- Gilberto Cuadra, ES
- Mozetta Grant, ES
- Jim Reed, ES
- Binh Nguyen, ES
- Khoa “K.B.” Bui, ES
- Sonya Eastern, ES
- Suchi Theegala, ES
- Sandra Hilton, EMA
- Shannon Pusateri, ECS
- Maureen Fleming, ES
- Tiffini Gosserand, ES
- June Zhu, ECS

Amanda Polito
Manager
Title V Permits

Managed in the Petrochem Section

*Title V writers housed in the Manufacturing Section

- Dan Nguyen
- Chris Smith
- Corbet Mathis
- Kyle Prestenbach*
- Mei Wu
- Syed Quadri

- Cathy Lu*
- Cathy Thompson Wilson
- Dawei Pan
- Doug McCurry
- Frank Bains*
- Fritz Hurst
- Fritz Hurst II
- Hassan Ghosn
- June Zhu*
- Lourdes Dugas
- Melati Tessier
- Shane Clary
- Shannon Pusateri*
- Tuongvan Nguyen
- Anthony Randall
Small Source Permits

Managed in the Manufacturing and Planning Section

- Tricia Kelehan
- Binh Nguyen
- Cathy Lu
- Frank Bains
- Gilberto Cuadra
- Jim Reed
- June Zhu
- Khoa “K.B.” Bui
- Maria Fatima Cuadra
- Maria Ernestina Cuadra
- Maureen Fleming
- Mozetta Grant
- Shannon Pusateri
- Sonya Eastern
- Suchi Theegala
- Tiffini Gosserand
Stack Test Protocols

Managed in the Manufacturing and Planning Section

**FOR NOW**
MOVING TO WASTE PERMITS SOON!

- Title V facilities
  - Tien Nguyen
- Engines
  - June Zhu
Emissions Reporting

Managed in the Manufacturing and Planning Section

Kelly Petersen
Maureen Fleming

Resource: User Manual and Yearly Webinar

Myths

- The Department does not employ an Eric that can help you with reporting.
- Your Emissions Inventory is directly tied to your permit. Enforcement actions cannot be initiated based on ERIC data alone. However, it may initiate a request for additional information.
- We cannot supply your login information to your contractor.

#1 Question: How to calculate emissions?

- It is not the same method used as the permit. Use the following Emission Factors listed in order of priority:
  - CEMS
  - Stack Test
  - AP 42

How to get help: email ERIC@la.gov

They can help you pull modeling information from ERIC.
State Implementation Plan

Managed Administratively

- Cheryl Nolan
- Vivian Aucoin
- Vennetta Hayes
- Bryan Johnston
- Amanda Polito
- Kelly Phillips
- Tricia Kelehan
- Kelly Petersen
- Maureen Fleming
- John Babin
- Gilberto Cuadra
- Sonya Eastern
- Shannon Pusateri
Miscellaneous
Permitting Actions and Other Functions

- Duly Authorized Representative Authorizations
  - Kelly Phillips & Sandra Hilton
- Rescissions
  - Kelly Phillips & Sandra Hilton
- Modeling Associated with Permitting
  - Yvette Olmos & Tien Nguyen
Jason Meyers, Engineering Manager
Mia Townsel, Permits Manager
   • Estuardo Silva
   • Jodie Diamond
Waste Permits Division

Permits Section

Engineering Section
FUNCTIONS

- Solid and Hazardous Waste Permits
- Stack Test Reviews
- Coming Soon: Stack Test Protocols
- Emergency Debris Sites
- Waste tire cleanup numbers – Pam Rodgers

Waste Permitting has updated their application
Office of Environmental Compliance

Enforcement Division

- Air Enforcement
- Multimedia Enforcement
- Water Enforcement

Inspections Division

- Regional Offices
ENFORCEMENT DIVISION

Celena Cage
Administrator

Air Enforcement

Multimedia Enforcement

Water Enforcement
Enforcement Division

Air Enforcement
- Michelle McCarthy, Manager
- Guna, Senior Staff Scientist
- Tonya Landry, Supervisor
- Sarah Acosta, Supervisor

Multimedia Enforcement
- Nicole Anthony, Manager
- Craig Easley, Senior Staff Scientist
- Maggie Turner, Supervisor
- Roselle Foote, Supervisor
AIR ENFORCEMENT SECTION

- Enforcement Actions
- Review Compliance Reports
  - Title V Compliance Certifications
  - Specific Condition Reports
  - Excess Emission Reports

- Tips and Information:
  - Respond to the Warning Letter
  - Goal is Compliance
  - Send reports Certified Mail
    - Mail multiple reports can be mailed together!
  - No Settlements without compliance
  - Interim Limits are granted on the basis of ongoing violations. The limits will be assessed through the Permits Division. No violation – get a variance if you qualify!
Solid and Hazardous Waste
UST Enforcement
Remediation
Waste Tires invoices and generator information has moved to the MES!

Tips and Information:
- RCRA Online is a great resource.